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Chapter 11
What comes second
Cross-linguistic analyses of information structure  
in Dutch between English and German
Marianne Starren
Radboud University Nijmegen
On the basis of previous cross-linguistic analyses of (re)narrations of the same 
animation film in German and English, the present study shows how these  
(re)narrations in Dutch as another Germanic language seem to side more with 
German than with English in the temporal management of the story-line. Dutch 
speakers – just as German speakers – structure their story in sequential, bound-
ed events, typically introduced by en dan ‘and then’ and pushed forward by an 
animate protagonist. English speakers use a large number of progressive forms, 
presenting an overlapping series of unbounded situations. In the management of 
reference to entities however, Dutch differs in a very subtle way from German in 
subordinate utterances where Dutch speakers use more inanimate entities as a 
syntactic subject than German speakers.
1. Introduction
One of the most important areas where the typological characteristics of a language 
interact with language processing in discourse is the area of information structure, 
that is, the way in which thoughts are packaged into sentence structures to express 
informational progress in discourse (Doherty 2003). However, before a narrative 
can be constructed, it must be pre-constructed (Labov 2006) by a cognitive process 
in what Levelt (1989) calls the conceptualizer. In retelling a set of events, language 
users have to select information from a given knowledge base and decide what 
to say first, what next etc., i.e. the processes of selection, segmentation, and line-
arization of information. This information also has to be anchored in consistent 
terms in space and time, and the selected components have to be structured further 
with respect to informational status, mapped into form (main, subordinate clause) 
and linked in sequence via specific relations (temporal, causal connectives, etc.) 
(Carroll, Lambert et al. 2000; Carroll & Lambert 2003; Carroll, Lambert, Natale, 
doi 10.1075/la.243.11sta
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Starren & von Stutterheim 2008; Natale 2013; Starren 2006). This study investigates 
how typological differences in the way we tell a story or describe an event are driven 
by language-specific grammatical features present in one language.
Based on the differences in information structure found in an earlier series of 
cross-linguistic psycholinguistic studies covering Germanic (English, German) as 
well as Romance languages (French, Spanish, Italian), some well-defined patterns 
in the structuration of information for these languages are found (Carroll & Von 
Stutterheim 2002; Carroll & Lambert 2003; Flecken 2011a; van Ierland 2010). In 
the domains of temporal coherence and reference management (reference intro-
duction, reference maintenance and topic assignment), the two following macro- 
structuring principles can be distinguished in the way that narratives are organized 
(Carroll & Lambert 2003; Los & Starren 2012; Natale 2013):
1. Temporal linking; bounded versus unbounded event linking
The narratives of speakers of a language without a grammaticalised aspect 
marking of progressive (cf. German) structure their story in terms of sequen-
tial, bounded events, typically introduced by und dann ‘and then’. In contrast, 
speakers of languages with a grammaticalised progressive aspect marker (cf. 
English, Italian, Spanish; see also Smith 1997) use a large number of progres-
sive forms, which do not advance the plot but present an overlapping series of 
unbounded situations. In the non-progressive aspect narratives the events are 
typically closed by an explicitly mentioned “endpoint” in a broad sense (could 
be a target location in a motion event but also an achievement in telic events, 
see example below (1)).
2. Reference management; Subject-oriented versus Protagonist-oriented story 
lining
The plot in the (re)narrations in the non-progressive aspect languages is typi-
cally “pushed” forward by the protagonist who is acting as an agent in bounded 
change-of-state events. In the case of aspect languages (cf. English, Italian, 
Spanish) the subject does not need to be the animate protagonist but can also 
be an inanimate entity (see Example (1) below).
It is remarkable that the most extreme contrasts in these information structure 
principles in the (re) narrations of the same animation film Quest (about a sandman 
in four different worlds) were found within one typological family; that is, between 
German and English. In the single event verbalizations in psycholinguistic experi-
ments we have found the same clear distinctions in the event construal by German 
and English native speakers (cf. van Beek, Flecken & Starren 2013; Carroll, von 
Stutterheim & Nuese 2004), as in the following Example (1). This is a verbalization 
of a German and an English native speaker of a short video clip wherein a man is 
surfing and is (almost) blown away by the wind (example taken from Carroll, von 
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Stutterheim & Nuese 2004). We do not see in the clip that the man actually falls 
into the water, there is no “endpoint” so to say. Figure 1 shows a still frame from 
this video clip.
Figure 1. Still from video clip (taken from Carroll, von Stutterheim & Nuese 2004)
The linkage between the utterances in the German description in (1a) is done by 
a sequential/temporal order marker dann ‘then’ whereas the native speakers of 
English (almost all) use “unbounded” progressive forms in their retellings (1b).
 (1) a. German
Ein kleiner Mann surft auf schäumenden Wellen.
A little man surfs on foaming waves
‘A little man surfs on the foaming waves.’
b. ’Dann wird er von dem Brett geweht.
Then becomes he off the board blown.
‘Then he is suddenly thrown from the board.’ 
 (Carroll, von Stutterheim & Nuese 2004: 190)
 a. English:
A young man is surfing.
 b. The wind is blowing him off the board.
The speakers of German prefer a more bounded anchoring in space and time (cf.
auf schäumenden Wellen) and make the event “bounded” or more specific in such a 
way. The short video clip does not show the “endpoint” (the man falls into the wa-
ter) and that could explain why we found that all English native speakers typically 
focus on “the middle of the action” in their verbalization. The English speakers can 
easily ‘ground’ or make their event specific (taking place here and now) by using 
their grammaticalised progressive is surfing. In contrast, all German speakers have 
to indicate that the more ‘generic’ or neutral situation description ein Mann surft 
‘a man is surfing’, is specific and taking place here and now, by referring to certain 
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features of the event that relate to the external world (i.e., specific characteristics of 
the entities involved in an event; see auf schäumenden Wellen ‘on foaming waves’).
Note that the German informant in (1a) keeps his or her subject position re-
served for the protagonist. In contrast, the English informant switches to a different 
subject: an inanimate force, the wind, which is not chosen explicitly by the German 
informants in the retelling. The German retelling seems to be retold from the “pro-
tagonist” perspective while the English retelling is presented from an “observer’s” 
perspective; there is – typically – an inanimate force mentioned at first position as 
an the agent of the event.
2. The interaction between macro planning rules  
and grammatical features
It is hypothesized that although these differences are based on decisions made at 
the (macro)conceptual planning level, the means used to locate events in succession 
on the time line in order to advance the (small or long) story line are in principle 
(micro)grammatically driven (Carroll & Lambert 2003; Carroll & von Stutterheim 
2010; Starren 2001). On the basis of crosslinguistic comparisons based on (re) 
narrations of the same film, it has been concluded that core patterns in information 
structure correlate with grammatical means in the respective languages and that 
“there are global or ‘macrostructural’ principles that support the integration of in-
formation from different semantic domains in text production and serve in creating 
coherence on the scale required when producing a text” (Carroll, Roßdeutscher, 
Lambert, von Stutterheim 2008: 56). Carroll et al. (2004, 2008) assume that the 
decision, for example, to map an agent of an action as the subject of a main or 
subordinate clause is guided by principles that decide the issue for the narrative 
sequence, on a default basis. This means that relevant issues in information struc-
ture are not necessarily resolved for each sentence anew in oral text production.
For the contrasts between the English and German (re)narrations , these pre-
vious studies take into account the role of the following two relevant grammatical 
features:
1. Grammatical aspect: contrasts in the temporal domain given with languages 
that mark aspectual distinctions grammatically (cf. progressive be + V-ing in 
English), compared to those that do not. Aspectual distinctions are marked 
by lexical means in German, for example, and do not have an obligatory 
status in certain contexts of use, compared to contexts or specific situation 
types in which speakers of English will be required to use progressive aspect 
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(Reichenbach 1947; Comrie 1976; Ebert 2000; Krause 2002; van Pottelberge 
2004; Flecken 2011a; Los & Starren 2012).
2. Word order: differences in word order constraints given with verb second (V2) 
languages (German, Dutch) versus SVO languages (English, French)
The interaction between (grammaticalized) progressive aspect, word order, event 
construal and macro-planning structures will be further explained below.
3. Progressive aspect, event construal and macro-planning  
in German and English
3.1 Event construal
The progressive views an action as ongoing at a certain reference time, defocusing 
the boundaries of the event. The progressive is typically used for actions that require 
a constant input of energy to be sustained, such as walking, running and swimming, 
taking place in the here-and-now (Carroll, Stutterheim & Nuese 2004; Stutterheim 
& Nuese 2003). Using the progressive form, a speaker defocuses the initial and final 
boundary of a situation.
Whereas English has a grammaticalized marker of progressive aspect, German 
does not. German has forms that mark aspect, but they are lexical and highly con-
strained in use (Ebert 2000; Krause 2002; van Pottelberge 2004). As progressive 
aspectual markers also have the function of grounding the event in time and space 
as a specific case, German speakers resort to different means to distinguish be-
tween situations going on at the time of speech and generic or habitual situations 
(Carroll et al. 2004). When describing an ongoing event (as in (1) above), German 
speakers indicate that a situation is a specific situation, taking place in the here and 
now, by referring to certain features of the event that relate to the external world 
(i.e., specific characteristics of the entities involved in an event; see example auf 
schäumenden Wellen ‘on foaming waves’ in (1a) above). In English, the progressive 
marking “grounds” the event to the here-and-now. English speakers tend to seg-
ment or decompose events into phases, preferring a temporal perspective which 
incorporates ongoing events.
3.2 In macro planning
In the temporal frame established in narratives in English, events seem to be linked 
to an external Temporal Anchor (TA), which is typically deictic (‘now you see’ or 
‘then you see’), which is related to the Time of Speaking. All types of situations can 
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be connected to this external temporal anchor, either directly or indirectly, and on-
going events (expressed by the progressive -ing for example) may form an integral 
part of the event sequence (cf. Dimroth & Starren 2003).
In German narratives the temporal frame is typically based on the anaphori-
cal principles of temporal shift (‘and then’) in which the temporal anchor is given 
internally by the point of completion of the last event mentioned. In re-narrating 
the film Quest this leads to a preference for mentioning events carried out by the 
protagonist, who is responsible for bringing about events that have an endpoint, 
rather than inanimate entities such as environmental forces (gusts of wind knock-
ing things about; pieces of paper flying around; rocks falling; water dripping, and 
so on).
4. A note about progressive aspect in Dutch, sandwiched  
between German and English
In Dutch, though, the situation is less clear and Dutch is sometimes characterized 
as being “in between English and German” with respect to its typological classifi-
cation for grammatical aspect (see for example Boogaart 1999; Vismans, Hüning 
& Weerman 2010). The Dutch language has several forms to aspectually mark 
ongoingness. This can be denoted by periphrastic constructions such as aan het 
(V-inf) zijn (‘to be at the (V-inf)’) and bezig zijn om te/met (V-inf) (‘to be busy to/
with (V-inf)’) or expressions containing posture verbs, such as zitten/lopen/staan/
liggen te (V-inf) (‘to sit/walk/stand/lie to (V-inf)’) (see Boogaart 1999; Ebert 2000; 
Lemmens 2005, etc.). Previous studies have put forward the hypothesis that the 
progressive aan het construction in Dutch is in the process of grammaticaliza-
tion (Bybee, Perkins & Pagliuca 1994; van Beek, Flecken & Starren 2013; Flecken 
2011a, 2011b; Hilberink, Nederstigt & Starren 2012; van Ierland 2010; Carroll & 
von Stutterheim 2010).
The Dutch periphrastic progressive constructions cannot be used in the same 
contexts as the English progressive, and are never obligatory. Dutch locative pro-
gressives are mostly used in the prototypical context, where an agentive subject is 
in the middle of an activity. Dutch progressives are rarely compatible with states, 
whether they denote temporary or permanent properties (Boogaart 1999).
Compare the examples from English and Dutch in (2–5). Dutch progressive 
constructions are quite common with dynamic events, both telic (accomplish-
ments) and atelic (activities) as in Example (2) and (3) below. If a progressive is 
used with a verb that is normally conceived of as momentaneous (achievements) 
it refers to a short pre-transformative phase, or it has the meaning ‘almost’ (4). 
The progressive is generally excluded with motion verbs with a clear endpoint (5).
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(2) De vrouw is een trui aan het breien
  The woman is a sweater at the knit
‘The woman is knitting a sweater’
(3) De vrouw zit te breien
  The woman sits to knit
‘The woman is knitting’
(4) Jan is de wedstrijd aan het winnen
  Jan is the race at the win
Jan is winning the race’
(5) Moeder is naar de kerk aan het lopen
  Mother is to the church at the walk
‘Mother is walking to church’
5. Word order; English strict SVO and German and Dutch V2
Example (1) above has shown that the German informant in (1a) keeps his or her 
subject position reserved for the protagonist, while the English informant switches 
to a different subject: an inanimate force, the wind. This difference in perspective – 
protagonist or subject based – has been observed in almost all German and English 
native speakers in retelling short and long videos (von Stutterheim & Carroll 2005). 
Please note that this is about preferences and not about grammatical correctness; of 
course, we did find verbalizations in German with a subject-based perspective as we 
also have found English retellings keeping the animate protagonist in first position 
(examples are given below). Although this is not about grammatical correctness, 
we assume that these preferences in perspective-taking are driven by grammatically 
distinctive syntactic features in these two languages: the strict SVO Word Order 
in English and the V2 constraints in Word Order in German. As English is strictly 
SVO, the first position is preferably filled by the (in)animate grammatical subject 
whereas in German the V2 word order constraint sets the first position “free” as 
long as the main verb is in second position in every main clause sequencing (van 
Kemenade & Westergaard 2012). Therefore, the first position (Vorfeld, see also Los 
& Starren 2012; von Stutterheim & Lambert 2005) in storytelling is preferably filled 
by a temporal adverbial or the (animate) protagonist that shift on the temporal 
story line from “bounded” event to “bounded” event. As Dutch has the same V2 
word order constraint as German, the same temporal from bounded to bounded 
event reference in combination with an active animate protagonist as the syntactic 
subject is expected (van Bergen, Stoop, Vogels & de Hoop 2011).
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Note that in English the Adv-S-V-O word order is possible but in that case 
the (temporal) adverbials are typically contrastive frame-setters and not temporal 
connectors linking one utterance to the preceding one (as in Before, I did X and 
Now, I do Y). In the following section, examples of previous retellings in German 
and English of the longer animation film Quest will be given.
6. Previous findings in film (Quest) retellings; English and German
Speakers were given the same visual input (a short silent film) and were asked to 
tell what happened. The film ‘quest’ is about a sandman who is on a quest for water. 
During the film, the protagonist, a sandman, encounters a number of dangers in 
four different worlds: a desert world, a paper world, a rock world and a world full of 
robots and industrial machines. In his quest for water, he nearly gets himself killed 
on several occasions, as he tries to escape from the surrounding dangers and get 
to the water he desires.
In (6) below we see how the grammatical features progressive aspect and word 
order seem to “drive” the organization of the temporal frame used to shift the story 
line and the means used in reference to person (reference introduction, reference 
maintenance and topic assignment). German speakers divide the narrative action 
into a sequence of temporal segments, each requiring an explicit temporal marker, 
like und dann in (6a) below, typically using the first position before the finite verb 
(the so-called Vorfeld, see Carrol & Von Stutterheim 2002; see also Starren 2006; 
Los & Starren 2012). In contrast, the English sample of a retelling of the same events 
from the film shows that the English informants tend to do without such overt tem-
poral sequencers. The event itself is described in open-ended and temporally-un-
bounded terms by means of expressions for progressive aspect (cf. walking, hearing, 
digging, caving in (6b)). The underlined constituents in the German retellings are 
the so-called “endpoints” that bound the events in each sentence. Note that in 
German, so-called topic ellipsis (zero anaphora of the ‘topic’ as in line 3) is possible:
 (6) a. German:
Und dann fällt er auf den Boden
And then falls he on the floor
‘And then he falls on the floor’
Dann steht er langsam auf
Then gets he slowly up
‘Then he slowly gets up’
ø Fällt dann wieder hin
ø Falls then again there
‘Then he falls again’
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Er läuft dann dahin    (von Stutterheim 2003: 25)
He walks then towards it  
‘He then walks towards it’
  b. English:
He’s walking through this plain
The man is hearing the sound of dripping water
and he is digging for the water
and the sand is caving in under him
These narratives show that the German organization of the narrative can be vis-
ualized as in (7) below, with no temporal overlapping, and each sub-event being 
closed off before the next sub-event begins (Los & Starren 2012):
 (7) ←subevent 1→ ←subevent 2→ ←subevent 3→
In contrast, the English organization of events can be visualized as in (8), with 
temporal overlapping, and each subevent still open when the next subevent begins:
 (8) {subevent 1}
   {subevent 2}
    {subevent 3}
These two different preferred(!) ways of retelling a story in German and English 
as in (7) and (8) above make the German narrative perspective much more a story 
“from within”; the reader follows all events on a chronological line and moves on 
step by step temporally (as the protagonist does too), all events being closed after 
each other. Note again that in the German example above all events are explicitly 
closed by “endpoints” such as auf den Boden and dahin. In contrast, in the preferred 
way in English, it seems that the reteller opens a large time window and all events 
are revealed under our eyes in one wide lens shot, not temporally bounded but 
“tumbling out one after the other”.
7. Frequencies in previous comparisons (re) narrations English  
and German
Before the analyses of the Dutch retellings will be presented, an indication is given 
of how German and English explicitly differ in linguistic choices concerning
1. Temporal reference and linking (frequencies of (a) progressives, (b) temporal 
adverbials and (c) endpoints)
2. Reference introduction and continuity (e.g. topic assignment; (d) subject- or 
protagonist oriented)
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For (1), temporal linking, the initial counts of (a) the occurrences of the progres-
sive in the English retellings show that in the “Quest narratives” (Stutterheim & 
Lambert 2005) in 21% of all the utterances a progressive form was used (German 
0%). Carroll and Lambert (2005: 279), reporting on the same Quest retellings, 
give the following (b) frequencies of temporal linkers: for English (23.4%) and 
German (49.4%) For (c) the frequencies of the endpoints in English vs German: 
these were mentioned in 27.4% of utterances for English against 51.4% for German 
(Stutterheim & Lambert 2005). These frequencies of (a), (b), and (c) indicate that 
speakers of English prefer to leave situations without a closure.
For (2), reference introduction and continuity, it was found that for English in 
29.9% of all utterances, inanimate forces like the wind, the sand or the water were 
placed in first position whereas in German this was only 18.6% in main and sub-
ordinated utterances. On the basis of these frequencies for German and English, 
we can set up the following research question and hypotheses:
 Do native speakers of Dutch retell the Quest film more in an English “unbound-
ed” or in the German “bounded” way?
With respect to the concrete linguistic means to be used, we expect the following 
tendencies for Dutch for:
1. Temporal linking: (a) for the use of progressives; more than in German (and 
less then in English). The frequencies of the temporal adverbials will be more 
or less the same as in German and lower than in English and the frequency of 
the endpoints in the retellings could be lower than in German, as Dutch has a 
periphrastic progressive construction.
2. Reference management: the expectation is that Dutch, like German, will have 
more animate protagonists as the syntactic subject than in English (in main 
and subordinate utterances) and fewer subject-based inanimate entities as a 
syntactic subject (in main and subordinate utterances).
Dutch seems to be sandwiched between German and English with respect to its 
grammatical features relevant for structuring a narrative; it has both a lexicalized 
periphrastic grammatical progressive as in English and V2 order as in German. In 
the present study we investigate whether speakers of Dutch retell the same short 
animation film Quest in the German or the English way; that is, with progressive 
unbounded or bounded events, with animate (protagonist) or inanimate subjects 
in first position and/or with temporal adverbials that shift the events temporally 
on the time-line.
We will start with a description of the stimulus, the data-collection proce-
dure and the participants. Then, some general textual features found in the Dutch 
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retellings relevant for information structure will be described. For all analyses our 
data are compared with their German and English counterparts for the domains 
of temporal coherence; progressive, endpoints, temporal adverbials and reference 
introduction and maintenance: inanimate or animate subjects in first position.
8. The stimulus and the participants
8.1 Quest
The film Quest is about a sandman who is on a quest for water. During the film, the 
protagonist, a sandman, encounters a number of dangers in four different worlds: a 
desert world, a paper world, a rock world and a world full of robots and industrial 
machines. In his quest for water, he nearly gets himself killed on a several occasions, 
as he tries to escape from the surrounding dangers and get to the water he desires. 
The sandman travels from one world to the next, the worlds being separated by a 
black screen in the film. The film is cyclic, and ends with the sandman waking up 
in the same place he started his adventure. The film is about 7 minutes long in total. 
Participants were asked to watch the film. After each world, the film was stopped 
and participants were asked to retell to contents. The interlocutor could not see 
the film, and participants were asked to tell the interlocutor “What happened?” 
(“Wat is er gebeurd?” in Dutch). The linguistic material was recorded on minidisk 
or audiotape by several researchers, and the recorded data were transcribed and 
segmented into utterances.
8.2 Participants
The Dutch ‘quest’ data used in this study were from a total of 19 participants col-
lected at the Radboud University in Nijmegen. For the comparison with English 
(N = 20) and German (N = 20), we used data collected earlier by the Heidelberg 
research group from the University of Heidelberg, Fremdsprache Institut. 1
1. We are very grateful to Monique Flecken (MPI, Nijmegen) for providing us with these data
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9. General text properties
The narratives obtained in the study reported on below differed considerably in 
length; the number of utterances, the number of words and mean length of utter-
ance (MLU) in Table 1, per language group.
Table 1. General text properties of the English and German Quest narratives with the 
outcomes of the Dutch in between: Mean number of utterances (SD) and words (SD) and 
mean length of utterance (SD)
  N Mean no. of utterances Mean length utterance
German 20   83.0 (21.5) 5.04 (0.60)
Dutch 19   69.9 (25.28) 5.27 (0.61)
English 20 188.7 (73.6) 6.12 (0.54)
On the basis of these frequencies, one could draw the conclusion that speakers of 
English simply report more events in their narratives than speakers of German 
and Dutch. This finding confirms findings from earlier research on information 
selection and the level of granularity; speakers of English often choose a higher level 
of granularity, the events they reported on were ‘smaller’ than those reported on 
by speakers of e.g. German. It seems to be the case that speakers of Dutch behave 
like speakers of German in that they report only on major events, and not on the 
different stages leading up to the main event (Carroll, Von Stutterheim & Nuese 
2004; van Ierland 2010). English speakers seem to divide events in a sequence of 
“phases” and describe by using the progressive only the “middle” phase. This again 
shows how grammatical features in a language interact with macro (temporal) 
planning principles and seem to determine ‘what is reported’ in these narratives.
10. Features of temporal linking in Dutch compared in English  
and German
In the temporal frame established for the film retellings as in English below (9), we 
see that events seem to be linked to an external anchor (TA), which is typically deic-
tic (‘now you see’ or ‘then you see’), that is related to the Time of Speaking. All types 
of situations can be connected to this external temporal anchor, both directly or 
indirectly, and ongoing events (expressed by the progressive -ing for example) may 
form an integral part of the event sequence (he is walking around and sees the sand 
coming through falling into the water). All events seem to be developing within one 
big temporal frame, opened by one deictic sentence as for example: I see/You see:
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 (9) And you see
the sand coming through falling into the water
that two walls are coming towards him
We assume that this temporal frame is not random but facilitates the integration of 
ongoing events into the story line in languages that mark the aspectual distinction 
progressive on a grammatical basis (cf. Bertinetto, Pier, Ebert & de Groot 2000; 
Carroll & Lambert 2003; Flecken 2011a). As German has no grammatical pro-
gressive aspect, previous studies have found that German speakers built up their 
narratives on the basis of closed events grounded by endpoints or specifications of 
location, as in the following example.
(10) Auf einmal hört der Lehmmann Wasser tropfen
  At a given moment hears the clayman the water drip
‘At a given moment the clayman hears the water drip’
Und dann gräbt er nach dem Wasser
And then digs he to the water
‘And then he digs to the water’
Bis der Sand dann unter ihm nachgibt
Until the sand then under him collapses
‘Until the sand then under him collapses’
Now, the question is what temporal frame the speakers of Dutch with a periphrastic 
progressive use as their basic narrative guiding principle. Is it the German way 
of and then and then using no progressives but explicit endpoints? Or do they 
open the big temporal window and let all the events roll over each other without 
bounding them by mentioning endpoints? Or, finally, do Dutch speakers mix pro-
gressive marking, initial temporal adverbials and endpoints as features of temporal 
linking? This is what we counted for in the Dutch (re) narrations of the same film: 
(a) progressives, (b) temporal adverbials and (c) endpoints in Quest in comparison 
to German and English.
Table 2. Use of the progressive, temporal adverbials in first position and endpoints in 
German, Dutch and English narratives: percentages and total occurrences
Progressive forms Temporal adverbials Endpoints
N Mean N Mean N Mean
German 20    0% 20 49.4% 20 51.4%
Dutch 19  0.58% 19 48.7% 19 41.6%
English 20 17.50% 20 23.4% 20 27.4%
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The Dutch speakers seem to narrate in a German way on the basis of these percent-
ages; almost no (periphrastic) progressives and a lot of temporal adverbials en dan, 
en dan ‘and then, and then’ in first position
(11) maar dan hoort hij weer dat gedruppel ergens
  But then hears he again that dripping somewhere
‘but then he again hears that dripping somewhere’
klimt dan heel moeilijk naar beneden
climbs then very hard   down
‘climbs down with great difficulty’
en ø valt
and ø falls
‘and falls’
en dan gaat hij naar de natte plek
and then goes he to the wet spot
‘and then he goes to the wet spot’
The anaphorical chain of linking is shown in the frequencies of temporal adverbials, 
as presented in the Table (2) above; Dutch (48.7%) comes between English (23.4%) 
and German (49.4%). Dutch like German prefers to close the events in narratives 
by mentioning endpoints or space locations, as is reflected in the percentages of 
endpoints used by the Dutch native speakers (41, 6%).
11. Features of reference management in Dutch compared to English  
and German
The differences in reference management found earlier between English and 
German (cf. Flecken 2011; Carroll et al. 2008) were explained by the grammatical 
word order features: SVO (English) and the V2 constraint (German). It has been 
shown how these constraints “oblige” the English speaker to put a syntactic subject 
in first position (strict SVO). In contrast, V2 gives the “freedom” to the German 
speaker to put in first position either the protagonist for a coherent reference man-
agement or a temporal adverbial for an anaphorical temporal linking as long as the 
main verb is in V2 position. These grammatical distinctions, then, are particularly 
important for the role and the place of the subject in discourse. As Dutch has the 
same V2 constraint as German, the same reference management patterns in (re)
narrations are to be expected.
The present analyses of reference management focus on the entities encoded as 
the syntactic subject of a clause: the candidates are the protagonist – the sandman – 
and inanimate forces with which he is confronted (huge rocks shooting up out of the 
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ground, sheets of paper, high winds). The first question deals with the extent to which 
these inanimate forces are selected for mention when deciding what to say (infor-
mation selection) and thereby mapped as subject of a clause. The second relates to 
their status in information structure and whether they are eligible for mention as 
subject of a main versus a subordinate clause or of a so-called Accusativus-cum-
Infinitivo (AcI) construction. In this latter construction the subject of a subordinate 
clause is put in the accusative case and the verb appears in the infinitive or present 
participle form (he sees/hears water drip/dripping). Finally, it has been analysed how 
many times these inanimate forces occur as an adjunct in passive constructions 
(he has been blown away by paper) as this construction allows speakers to keep the 
animate protagonist as the syntactic subject in first position.
If we look at the occurrence of inanimate forces as syntactic subject as in Table 3 
below, we see that the number of inanimate forces as syntactic subject in first posi-
tion in main and subordinate clauses is equally low both in German and in Dutch. 
However, a closer look at the mention of inanimate forces in especially subordi-
nated clauses, shows that in the Dutch subordinate clauses the inanimate forces are 
more often mentioned as subjects in Dutch than in German.
Table 3. Use of an environmental force as the syntactic subject in main clauses, in 
subordinate clauses (including AcIs) and as adjunct in passive clauses
Language Env. force as 
syntactic subject
Env. force as syntactic subject in 
subordinated utterances and AcI
Env. force as argument 
in passive clauses
German 12.7% 12.3% 23.6%
Dutch 20.8% 26.4% 14.9%
English 29.9% 24.1% 10.8%
So although speakers of Dutch (as of German) do use an environmental force as the 
syntactic subject less frequently than English speakers, speakers of Dutch mention 
environmental entities more often as the syntactic subject in subordinated clauses 
than the German retellers do, as in (12):
(12) uiteindelijk komt hij weer bij zijn plasje water
  eventually comes he again at his puddle water
‘eventually he returns to his puddle of water’
maar dan komen er machines in de buurt
but then come there machines in the area
‘but then machines arrive in the area’
die hem verpletteren
that him squash
‘that squash him’
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hij loopt een stukje
he walks a bit
‘he walks for a bit’
en schrikt telkens van stenen
and is.startled repeatedly by rocks
‘and is repeatedly startled by rocks’
die vallen
die vallen
‘that fall’
of omhoog schieten
or shoot up
‘or shoot up’
The German retellers prefer to mention inanimate forces as arguments in passive 
constructions, so the animate protagonist can be kept in (preverbal) subject posi-
tion (see 13 below).
This difference in reference/topic maintenance between German and Dutch 
can be explained by the fact that German speakers give more prominence to the 
protagonist than the Dutch speakers do (Flecken 2011a: 171). This preference for 
keeping the protagonist in first position in the story line is reflected in the high 
occurrence of ellipsis (cf Flecken: 54.21% in German in main clauses with the pro-
tagonist as subject, 23.38% in Dutch) and of the passive constructions in German 
in comparison to Dutch, as shown in Example (13).
(13) das Sandmännchen landet in einem Blättermeer
  the sandman lands in a lake.of.sheets
‘the sandman lands in a lake of sheets’
es  wird von einem großen Blatt umgeschmissen
he is by   a         big        sheet pushed over
‘he is pushed over by a big sheet’
ø steht wieder auf
   gets   again   up
‘gets up again’
ø entdeckt zufällig eine Wasserpfütze
ø discovers accidentally a       pool.of.water
‘accidentally discovers a pool of water’
ø versucht das Wasser zu greifen
   tries the water to grab
‘tries to grab the water’
und ø stürzt dabei      ab
and falls there-at down
‘and falls down in the process’
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The passive construction ensures maintenance of the status assigned to the pro-
tagonist as the main candidate for “subject of the clause” in first position, within 
events that form part of the time line, and is thus a candidate for topic ellipsis 
(only in pre-verbal position can the topic be ellipted). This latter context, the status 
accorded to entities in events that form part of the narrative sequence, constitutes 
the main difference between the Dutch and German film re-tellings. In events in 
which the protagonist and another entity are in competition for mention as subject 
of the clause, the inanimate entity is downgraded within the narrative sequence 
in both languages. However, the status accorded to the protagonist is higher in 
German than in Dutch, since inanimate agents are more encoded as an argument 
in a passive construction (‘he is hit by a sheet of paper’), rather than as a subject of 
a subordinate clause, as in Dutch (see also Tavecchio 2010).
Two episodes of the Quest narratives are clear triggers of coding environmental 
forces as a subject: “the dripping of the water” and “the flying of the paper into the 
protagonist’s face”. Most English speakers use an AcI-construction with a present 
participle to describe this scene:
 (14) He wakes up to see a large piece blowing directly towards him
and you see this piece of paper flying right at him
so he sees it flying at him
 (15) he looks around and sees water dripping on a rock
and he sees the water coming through
It is interesting to note that the German speakers never use an AcI in the retellings 
at all but the “unbounded” dripping of the water is also in the Dutch retellings often 
described by means of a “proper” AcI construction.
(16) en dan ziet  hij weer water druppelen
  and then sees he again water drip
‘and then he sees again water drip’
en    hij hoort het druppelen weer
and he hears  the dripping   again
‘and he hears the dripping again’
en hij ziet weer waterdruppels op de stenen vallen
and he sees again waterdrops onto the rocks fall
‘and he sees again waterdrops fall onto the rocks’
The bounded “flying paper into the face” event is hardly ever coded as an AcI 
construction in Dutch either. Dutch speakers typically use “there comes” + bare 
infinitive (er- construction, as in (17) and (18)) with a zero-subject construction 
or a passive construction (as in 19):
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(17) er komt bijna papier tegen zijn hoofd aan
  there comes almost paper against his head  on
‘paper is nearly hitting his head’
(18) er komt een blaadje op hem af
  there comes a sheet on him off
‘a sheet [of paper] is flying towards him’
(19) mannetje wordt omvergeblazen door een blaadje dat in z’n
  little man is.being blown.over by a sheet that into his
gezicht waait
face blows
‘little man is being blown over by a sheet [of paper] blowing into his face’
German speakers typically use a passive construction for the verbalization of this 
event which is “bounded” in the sense that it reaches an endpoint as soon as the 
sheet of paper hits its face (see also Los & Starren 2012). So, none of the German 
and few of the Dutch speakers use an AcI (hij ziet een blaadje op zich afkomen ‘he 
sees a sheet come towards him’) for this episode as can be seen in Table 4:
Table 4. The use of AcI in the “paper” and “water” episode
Language Paper episode Water episode
German 82%   87.5%
Dutch  3% 65%
English  0%  0%
Thus, the selection of environmental forces as subject in first position is not a 
preferred option for the German and Dutch native speakers (because inanimate 
entities are difficult agents to make the story move from one bounded event to the 
following one; van Bergen, Stoop & de Hoop 2008). However the “dripping water” 
episode is a crucial unbounded event in the story-line that cannot be omitted in 
retelling the film Quest, as the film is about a quest for water. So this ongoing event 
must be mentioned in the main story line and it seems that the Dutch speakers 
therefore prefer to use an AcI in order to avoid an inanimate subject (the water) in 
first position in the main clause. The German speakers use a passive construction 
in order to keep the animate protagonist as a subject in the plot line in the main 
utterances. This is in contrast with speakers of English who “have the freedom” to 
have both animate and inanimate subjects in first position to a similar extent. They 
do not need the animate protagonist in action in bounded events to push forward 
the temporal story-line.
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12. Conclusion
This paper has looked at how patterns at the level of macro planning (“deciding 
what to say and how to say it”) correlate with typological grammatical features 
of Dutch sandwiched between German, and English. Previous analyses (Carroll, 
Rossdeutscher, Lambert & von Stutterheim 2008) have shown that German and 
English narratives of the same animation film Quest differed essentially in their 
text patterns as:
1. The temporal frame of the German narratives was built up on a typical and 
then and then event order, the events were closed or “bounded” after each other 
by mentioning clear endpoints whereas the events in English narratives were 
“unbounded” as in “happening at the same time” and almost all encoded with 
progressive marking.
2. The reference management in English narratives was clearly subject-based 
(both inanimate and animate entities) whereas German narratives were focused 
on the animate protagonist as the syntactic subject (mainly in first position).
The grammatical features that are assumed to drive these macro planning principles 
are the existence of V2 syntax (for bounded systems like German) and the presence 
of a grammaticalized progressive (for unbounded systems like English). As Dutch 
has a V2 syntax in combination with a developing periphrastic progressive, Dutch 
is an interesting reference language. The analysis of the Dutch narratives of the 
same animation film has given a more detailed insight in how these grammatical 
language-specific features interact with the way a narrative is organized.
After analyzing the occurrences of temporal adverbials, progressives, endpoints 
and animate and inanimate subjects, it can be concluded now that the Dutch speak-
ers resemble German speakers with respect to temporal linking. However, for ref-
erence introduction and maintenance there are some subtle differences between 
German and Dutch regarding the status of the animate protagonist, which is higher 
in German than in Dutch. This leads to differences in the mentioning of inani-
mate subjects in subordinated utterances and so, regarding reference management, 
Dutch seems to be really in between German and English.
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